Obstructionist Tactics in Decision-Making:
Key Elements for Consideration in the Context of a Treaty to End Plastic Pollution

Key Messages

- The ability to make decisions is fundamental to effective treaty negotiation.

- A small handful of countries continue to insist that voting should not be used to decide on substantive matters and are blocking the final adoption of the INC Rules of Procedure unless the possibility of a vote on substantive matter is deleted.

- The absence of clear decision-making and the possibility of resolving issues by voting favors the positions of the Members most reluctant to take necessary actions to end plastic pollution.

- INC-4 must resolve the lingering procedural uncertainty head-on to meet the mandate of UNEA resolution 5/14 to end plastic pollution.

Introduction

United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA) resolution 5/14 was adopted by consensus and calls for the creation of an intergovernmental negotiating committee (INC) to develop a treaty to end plastic pollution.¹ At the time of writing (March 2024), there have been three INC sessions, with a fourth scheduled for Ottawa in April 2024 and a fifth for Busan in November 2024. In a break with the approach of majority voting used by most UN bodies,² grounded in the UN Charter,³ and included in rules for treaty negotiation, certain countries are seeking to create a new precedent of requiring consensus at the INC.⁴ The issue remains contested in the lead-up to INC-4.⁵ Countries seeking to block progress at the INC have insisted there can be no voting on substantive matters at the INC for a variety of reasons.⁶ This is in spite of multiple statements by the Chair noting that Members agreed to apply the Rules of Procedure (RoP) that include a last resort possibility of voting on a provisional basis at INC-1 and until RoP are formally adopted at a future INC, as well as confirmation by the UNEP Legal Officer that the draft RoP provisionally applied have legal effect.⁷

As a result, the INCs have been unable to make progress on the agreed treaty text, and fundamental questions of national obligations and negotiations are being obstructed by a small group of countries, stalling decisions and questioning the very mandate of the INC. Additionally, at INC-3, extensive negotiations on proposed elements for intersessional work could not reach a consensus. Therefore,
no progress could be made in the lead-up to INC-4 through official intersessional work. The challenges will become ever more acute as the negotiation process continues. The revised draft treaty text has nearly doubled in length after INC-3, with the addition of thousands of brackets and countless contradictory options. Without the possibility of voting, the resulting agreement will fall far short of what is needed and include only the positions that the small handful of least ambitious countries are willing to agree to. While the current procedural challenges relate to the application of the Rules of Procedure governing the INCs, the Rules of Procedure for the treaty’s Conference of the Parties (COP) will need to be adopted separately by the COP. As such, the success of the INC and the treaty rely on the ability to vote at the INC.

**Consensus as a Tool to Block Progress**

Insisting on the *de facto* requirement of unanimity for consensus in all substantive decisions of the INC “makes it very difficult to move beyond the lowest level of ambition to which all countries can agree...[which] in turn frequently results in deadlock.” In practice, consensus decision-making often allows any Party to exercise a veto and, as a result, tends to water down any final product in a process that some have come to refer to as the “Law of the Least Ambitious Program.” Majority voting, by contrast, shifts negotiating power back to the majority interest, which better facilitates consensus-building and democratic decision-making; when majority voting is available — even as a last resort in the event of an impasse — minority interests are incentivized to compromise. Indeed, there are countless examples of international institutions and treaties with majority voting provisions in which voting is never used or reserved as a last resort.

One example of how the lack of a voting option can lead to failures to achieve the objectives of an agreement is the requirement of consensus that has plagued the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) since the initial drafting of its COP Rules of Procedure. Though the draft Rules of Procedure included options for majority voting, Saudi Arabia singlehandedly blocked them at the INC meeting leading up to the first COP. Since then, each COP has failed to resolve the matter. The result is a *de facto* requirement for consensus for substantive decisions (or veto power for every COP Party). The fact that decisions must be taken by consensus, which is frequently interpreted as requiring unanimity, has led to the failure to reach the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC, as established in 1992: “stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.”
INC’s Rules of Procedure Include Voting and Requiring Consensus Would Create an Unjustified New Precedent

In the context of intergovernmental negotiating committees of multilateral environmental agreements, including the most recent ones such as the Agreement under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea on the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Marine Biological Diversity of Areas beyond National Jurisdiction (BBNJ)\(^\text{16}\) and the Minamata Convention,\(^\text{17}\) the Rules of Procedure include provisions for voting. The availability of voting leads to compromise and widely accepted decisions, generally without resorting to actually voting. At the adoption of the BBNJ, one country expressed its reservations about the treaty but decided not to call for a vote out of deference to developing countries.\(^\text{18}\) The international negotiating committees for the Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions also included rules for voting on substantive matters with a two-thirds majority required, and procedural matters by a simple majority.\(^\text{19}\) If the INC to develop a treaty on plastic pollution, including in the marine environment, were to conclude without the availability of voting, this would undermine incentives for Members to reach consensus on pivotal issues and set a concerning and wholly unjustified precedent.

Additional Procedural Obstructionist Tactics

In addition to pushing for all decisions to be taken by consensus and for consensus to be equated with unanimity, Parties will often engage in procedural maneuvering to stall debate and delay a decision or vote, sometimes by an afternoon or other times until a subsequent meeting.

A combination of procedural challenges and obstructionist tactics was on full display at the Rotterdam Convention’s Eleventh COP in 2023.\(^\text{20}\) Attempts to include chemicals that meet the scientific listing criteria, such as asbestos, started at COP3.\(^\text{21}\) However, because the addition requires consensus, a very small number of Parties have blocked their inclusion for the past 17 years.\(^\text{22}\) In 2022, Parties proposed a new procedure to create a new annex where chemicals could be added by a three-fourths majority, which would only be binding on those Parties that ratify it.\(^\text{23}\) The Parties opposed to the amendment used the following tactics over the course of nearly the entire COP to try to prevent a vote, which finally occurred late on the final night of the meeting: calling for a working group, opposing the pre-approved co-chairs of the working group, proposing the addition of a third co-chair for the working group, claiming that all efforts to reach consensus could not be reached at the current meeting, calling for an opinion from the Legal Officer on procedural concerns, raising those same procedural concerns that the Legal Officer had already resolved in two points of order after voting had commenced, two
appeals of the Chair’s determinations on the points of order consistent with those of the Legal Officer, requesting secret ballots for the vote on both of the unsuccessful appeals, a secret ballot for the vote on the amendment, and an unspecified motion to take no further action on voting and defer the issue to the subsequent COP. Ultimately, the amendment fell short of the required three-quarters majority by just seven votes. While the delaying tactics have proven a serious waste of time, this sequence also demonstrated the value of voting to support democratic decisions, including, as the case may be, defending the national interests of Parties arguing in favor of less ambitious measures.

A quorum call can be a way for a Party to stall debate and progress. It may even allow the Party time to engage in bilateral unofficial negotiations to shift the balance towards their position. Similarly, a Party may use a request to verify credentials to stall debate and progress. While accreditation is important to ensure that only individuals authorized to speak or vote on behalf of a Party may do so, calls for a second or third verification of credentials for upwards of 100 Parties can take a significant amount of time. At the Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG) for the creation of a science-policy panel on chemicals, waste and pollution prevention meeting in December 2023, both quorum calls and questioning accreditation happened multiple times during the election of officers for the two Eastern European States vacant seats, which stretched across two days. A representative of a country seeking to be elected called for a point of order, claimed the representative presenting on behalf of the Eastern European States lacked the authority to do so, and proposed holding the election later in the week by secret ballot. The Chair instead postponed the vote to the morning of the following day, where the same representative questioned the accreditation of Members and the quorum multiple times, resulting in the session being adjourned so that credentials could be reviewed, even though the Secretariat had announced that a quorum had been met and accreditation already verified twice. When the session reconvened in the afternoon, a headcount was again conducted. The Chair announced the number of Members present and that a quorum had been met, followed by the election of officers by secret ballot.

**Conclusion**

Consensus as a decision-making approach in negotiating an treaty in which the health of humans and the planet are at stake can lead to outcomes driven by the objections of the least ambitious. To fulfill the mandate of the treaty called for in UNEA Resolution 5/14 that reflects the commitments sought by a majority of the world’s countries, the possibility of voting is needed. Without resolving the procedural uncertainty around INC decision-making, a single objection can undo the majority of Members’ tireless good-faith negotiating efforts. Not only is the text of the treaty at stake, but future decisions for a functioning treaty to end plastic pollution hang in the balance.
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